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Abstract

People use “route knowledge” to navigate to targets along familiar routes and “survey knowledge” to determine (by pointing, for example) a target’s metric location. We show that both recur on different mental maps of the same environment: participants navigating through their home city relied on representations and reference frames different from those they used when doing a matched survey task. Tübingen residents recalled their way along a familiar route to a distant target while located in a photorealistic virtual 3D model of Tübingen, indicating their route decisions on a keyboard. Participants had previously done a survey task (pointing) using the same start points and targets. Errors and response latencies observed in route recall were completely unrelated to errors and latencies in pointing. This suggests participants employed different and independent representations for each task. Further, participants made fewer routing errors when asked to respond from a horizontal walking perspective rather than a constant aerial perspective. This suggests that instead of the single reference, north-up frame (similar to a conventional map) they used in the survey task, participants employed different, and most probably multiple, reference frames learned from “on the ground” navigating experience. The implication is that, within their everyday environment, people use map or navigation-based knowledge according to which best suits the task.
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1 Introduction

People constantly find their way from one place to another - bedroom to bathroom; home to work - along familiar routes. Their wayfinding is guided at each decision point along the way by their underlying route knowledge (Golledge, 1999; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Mallot & Basten, 2009; Siegel & White, 1975; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982; Trullier, Wiener, Berthoz, & Meyer, 1997; Wiener, Buchner, & Holscher, 2009). By contrast, when people estimate distances and directions between mutually non-visible locations without necessarily knowing the connecting route they are informed by “survey knowledge”. Route and survey knowledge of an area seem not to be tied together in a developmental sequence as often as suggested (Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1960; Siegel & White, 1975); some navigators develop survey knowledge immediately, some over time, others never (Appleyard, 1970; Holding & Holding, 1989; Hölscher, Meilinger, Vrachliotis, Brösamle, & Knauff, 2006; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Moeser, 1988; Montello & Herbert, 1993). However, it remains unknown whether route and survey knowledge depend on different strategies operating on one representation (e.g., a mental map), or whether they rely on different representations, and whether they use the same reference frame (i.e., reference location and orientation relative to which locations are memorized and their accessibility).

To shed light on these questions we asked Tübingen residents to perform route and survey tasks with identical start and target locations, examining participant’s knowledge of their home city acquired over years. Survey data were collected one week earlier as part of another study (Frankenstein, Mohler, Bülthoff, & Meilinger, 2012) and analyzed in conjunction with the route data. We hypothesized that if participants used a single
representation for the two types of task their performance in both should be correlated. For example, a wrong turn on a route to a target location would correspond to a direction error when pointing to that location. Thus, more route errors should correspond to larger pointing errors. If they used different representations, however, no such correlations should be found. Related studies have not investigated this, having compared aggregated measures between participants but not within participants’ own performance (Appleyard, 1970; Hölscher, Büchner, Meilinger, & Strube, 2009; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Moeser, 1988; Montello & Herbert, 1993; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982).

If people use different representations for route and survey tasks they might nevertheless use the same reference frames. For example, a photograph and a description of a scene are different representations, but they may use the same reference point and orientation. For survey knowledge, single reference frame representations have been described for learning simple environments from video or descriptions (Shelton & McNamara, 2004; Taylor & Tversky, 1992; Wilson, Tlauka, & Wildbur, 1999). In the population tested here, survey knowledge of one’s city of residency is represented in a single, north-oriented reference frame likely acquired from maps (Frankenstein et al., 2012). When experiencing a complex environment by walking only, multiple local reference frames are more important (Meilinger, Riecke, & Bülthoff, under revision).

The reference frames underlying route knowledge have not been examined as much as those underlying survey knowledge. Theory states that route knowledge relies on multiple interconnected units (Mallot & Basten, 2009; Meilinger, 2008; Poucet, 1993; Trullier et al., 1997). These units (e.g., snapshots, local environments) serve to identify a location while their connections inform the navigator where to go next (e.g., a direction
or street) or trigger a learned behavior. Thus route knowledge relies on multiple local reference frames. This has not, however, been demonstrated empirically until now.

To see whether route and survey knowledge reference frames differ, we varied the imagined perspective in which the route knowledge was recalled. Participants indicated their routing decisions (e.g. left, straight, right etc.) both from an imagined horizontal, walking perspective and from a single aerial, bird’s eye or map perspective (Figure 1). Spatial information is stored in a certain reference frame orientation, and accessing it from a different orientation usually yields inference costs such as errors or delays (McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008). Otherwise it is classified as orientation-free. Performance measures may therefore reveal underlying reference frames. If the person is using a single reference frame it need be aligned once only with the aerial perspective during recall, but multiple times (i.e., after each turn) in the walking perspective (cf. paper map rotation during route navigation). Thus, we expect the person to perform better when doing the task from the aerial perspective. If participants use multiple local reference frames however, they should do better in the walking perspective (Meilinger, Franz, & Bülthoff, 2012) as the multiple frames would be identical with it and thus have no alignment costs. ¹
Figure 1: Schematic drawing of correct sequences of the same route. Left side: walking perspective “right, straight, right, left”; Right side: aerial perspective “right, right, down, right”.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Twenty-three naïve participants (ten female), aged 18 to 50 years ($M = 28.5; SD = 7.7$) recruited from a subject database participated in exchange for monetary compensation after giving informed consent. They lived for at least two years in Tübingen ($M = 7.7; SD = 5.9$). All participants had performed the parallelized pointing task one week earlier (Frankenstein et al., 2012) and we reanalyzed these data. Two additional participants could not participate and additional two did not succeed in performing the task. The experiment was approved by the local ethics committee.

2.2 Materials

We used Virtual Tübingen, a highly realistic virtual model of Tübingen, Germany (see Figure 2; http://virtual.tuebingen.mpg.de). Participants saw the model in horizontal
Learning to navigate perspective through a Kaiser SR80 head mounted display (HMD) while sitting on a swivel chair. Fog occluded adjacent intersections. We tracked head movements and rendered a stereo view of the virtual environment with a field of view of 63° (horizontal) x 53° (vertical) in real time. For further technical details see Frankenstein and colleagues (2012). We adjusted HMD fit and screen placement individually for every participant. The overall setup provided important depth cues such as stereo vision and motion parallax. Participants typed in route sequences with the arrow keys of a custom keyboard resting on their legs (see Figure 2) and pointed in the identical setup using a custom made joystick.

Figure 2: Left side: a snapshot from Virtual Tübingen with fog. Right side: participant equipped with a HMD, sitting on a swivel chair and typing in a route sequence.

2.3 Procedure

In every route and survey trial, participants faced a start location, looked around and confirmed recognition of location and orientation by pressing a button (Figure 2 left). The written name of the target location (e.g., a tavern, train station, fire hall) appeared on the HMD-screen. To enter route sequences leading to target locations, participants turned to
face the initial direction of their chosen route, pressed the “up/forward” arrow key on the
keyboard, entered the remaining sequence, and finished by pressing “space”. Participants
were told to enter one decision for each intersection along the route, but to ignore dead-
ends. Participants always remained at the starting location and were not moved through
Virtual Tübingen, i.e., they faced the same scene as if they were standing at that start
location during the whole recall procedure in both perspectives. For recall in walking
perspective, they imagined moving to remote intersections, for recall in aerial perspective
they imagined watching the scene from above. Participants were not instructed to
imagine a map. Participants performed two blocks of 30 trials in walking and aerial
perspective with the order of perspectives counterbalanced between participants. Within a
block, the order of the four start locations and the order of seven or eight targets per start
location were fully randomized for each participant.

In the survey task visual input was identical, but participants used a joystick to point
to the target while remaining in a fixed body orientation. At each starting location, they
pointed equally often facing all global body orientations (i.e., from 0° to 330° in steps of
30°) in randomized order. Within this variation, each target was pointed to three times
and we averaged absolute angular differences.

Participants controlled inter-trial intervals themselves, and did not receive any
feedback. They had successfully identified start and target locations on snapshots
displaying only locally visible landmarks before the experiment. Participants received
written and oral instructions.

After the experiment participants drew the routes entered before into paper maps of
Tübingen. For every participant, his/her individual drawn routes were used as the
reference relative to which to determine the individual errors in the entered sequences. The absolute number of errors per sequence reflected the added absolute number of deviations from lefts, rights, ups/forwards, and downs along an individual reference route, not an arbitrary standard route. We recorded latencies for initializing the whole sequence. Average key press speed for the remaining sequence (i.e., excluding first key press) showed identical results and is thus not reported. Routes where participants drew a wrong start or target location into the map, or route or survey trials with error or latency data deviating more than three standard deviations from the overall mean were excluded from analysis.

2.4 Statistical analysis
For the same start and target combination, absolute pointing errors and latencies in survey trials were correlated with the absolute number of errors and latencies in route trials. This was done individually for each participant for walking and aerial perspective separately, resulting in eight correlations (see Figure 1). The distribution of individual correlations was compared to no correlation ($r=0$) and to a small correlation ($r=.20$) using one-sample t-tests. For evidence in favor of the null-hypothesis of no correlation, we also analyzed the data with one sample Bayesian hypothesis tests as proposed by Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey and Iverson (2009).

For analysis of perspective, we submitted means in error and latency per participant and condition to an ANOVA with the within-participants factor “perspective” and the between-participants factor “order”. Adding gender did not reveal any main effects or
interactions and is not reported. Participants’ performance did not differ with respect to self-localization time.

Figure 3: Frequency of correlation coefficient sizes in correlations of route and survey tasks within participants (i.e., one correlation per participant). All correlation distributions cluster around $r=0$ (continuous line) and do not significantly differ from it, but are significantly smaller than a correlation of $r=.20$ (dotted line).

3 Results

3.1 Correlations between route and survey measures

Route and survey knowledge did not correlate, and therefore, relied on different representations: distributions of within-participant correlations did not differ from $r=0$ neither for horizontally tested route knowledge (Figure 3 top row; four $t(22)$’s$<0.51$; $p$’s$>.701$), nor for vertically tested route knowledge (bottom row four $t(22)$’s$<1.79$;
They even were significantly smaller than a small correlation of \( r = .20 \) (eight \( t(22) > 3.3; p's < .003 \); Bonferroni corrected alpha threshold: \( .05/8 = .00625 \)).

All but one Bayes factor were larger than 3 supporting the null hypothesis of \( r = 0 \), which was in average 5.4 time more likely than the alternative of a (positive or negative) correlation. One distribution (survey and route errors from aerial perspective) was indecisive. However, the average correlation was negative and thus even more deviated from a positive correlation between route and survey measures.

![Figure 4: Route sequence errors in tests from walking and aerial perspective. Means and standard errors are displayed.](image)

**3.2 Walking vs. aerial perspective**

As shown in Figure 4, participants’ route sequences were more accurate in the walking (errors: \( M = 7.29; SD = 2.16 \)) than in the aerial perspective (\( M = 8.44; SD = 1.70 \); \( F(1,21) = 15.57, p = .001 \eta^2_p = .43 \)). This result was predicted by reliance on multiple local reference frames, but not by relying on a single reference frame as employed in survey knowledge. Latency did not differ between perspectives \( (p > .20) \). However, participants initialized sequences faster in the second block of testing \( (F(1,21) = 7.87, p = .011 \eta^2_p = .27) \).
The proportions of turns entered was significantly lower than expected by mere guessing among three alternatives in walking perspective (value expected by chance performance = 0.667; observed mean 0.37; \( t(22)=22.3, p<.001 \)) and four alternatives in the aerial perspective (expected value 0.75; observed mean 0.54; \( t(22)=6.67, p<.001 \)). As participants were not guessing, the perspective difference cannot be attributed to the higher number of alternatives in the aerial perspective.

4 Discussion
The question of the relationship between route and survey knowledge was raised by Piaget, Inhelder and Szeminska more than half a century ago, but it has still not been fully answered (Golledge, 1999; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Mallot & Basten, 2009; Piaget et al., 1960; Siegel & White, 1975; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982; Trullier et al., 1997; Wiener et al., 2009). Present results show that in a highly-familiar space – one’s city of residence – route and survey measures are uncorrelated even within participants. Rather than being different processes rooted in the same representation, the underlying representations of each appear to be different.

Were the null correlations due to noise from different task requirements or other factors? Such noise would have prevented finding a perspective difference, or support for the null-hypothesis in Bayesian testing. Rather than noise, we think that different underlying representations are more plausible.

The higher accuracy in walking as compared to aerial perspective suggests that route knowledge is not represented in the single north-up reference frame underlying participants’ survey knowledge (Frankenstein et al., 2012). With such a reference frame,
the opposite pattern would have been expected: aerial testing would have required fewer alignments and thus resulted in better performance. The perspective difference was predicted theoretically by multiple local reference frames (Mallot & Basten, 2009; Meilinger, 2008; Poucet, 1993; Trullier et al., 1997). Consequently, we conclude that route and survey knowledge employ different reference frames.

Are there alternative interpretations for the present data? One is that participants used a horizontal but otherwise orientation-free representation. This is consistent with the observed perspective difference. No relevant alignment costs occur in orientation-free reference frames, but switching the horizontal representation into the aerial test perspective is costly and would therefore produce the observed results.

Furthermore, participants might have relied on completely orientation-free reference frames and perspective difference might have originated from the test situation: Participants imagined remote route locations while being oriented horizontally both physically (they did not face the floor) and within their virtual surrounding. Was it thus easier to imagine a horizontal viewpoint in the walking perspective than a vertical viewpoint in aerial perspective testing? Such advantages for consistency between current and imagined viewpoints have been reported for imagining viewpoints within the current surrounding, but not—as in our study—for imagining remote locations. (Kelly, Avraamides, & Loomis, 2007; cf., Brockmole & Wang, 2003)

Even in these two interpretations, route and survey representations rely on different reference frames: (horizontal,) orientation-free representations are clearly different from the single, north-up reference frame underlying survey knowledge (Frankenstein et al., 2012).
Although (horizontal) orientation-free route knowledge is a valid interpretation of the perspective difference, we do not think it is very plausible. There is hardly any evidence for orientation-free representations at all (for an overview see McNamara et al., 2008). Even recent results of recalling a central place in Tübingen by city residents indicated clear orientation-dependency (Basten, Meilinger, & Mallot, 2012). Furthermore, orientation-free route knowledge cannot explain route direction priming (Janzen, 2006) or route choice differences for reverse routes (Golledge, 1995; Stern & Leiser, 1988). A graph consisting of multiple local reference frames naturally does so (Meilinger, 2008) and we consider this to be the more plausible interpretation of the data.

Multiple reference frames in route knowledge and a single, north-up reference frame in survey knowledge nicely fit with different learning sources for route and survey knowledge, namely learning from navigation experience vs. from maps. By employing maps (i.e., north-up, single reference frame representation) for survey tasks, navigators avoid integrating multiple views experienced during navigation within one reference frame. Route navigation, however, can be based on local reference frames and their interconnections. In doing so, navigators also profit from specific advantages of these information sources: for most tasks, more accurate survey knowledge is acquired from maps whereas more accurate route knowledge is acquired from navigation experience (Lloyd, 1989; Moeser, 1988; Rossano, West, Robertson, Wayne, & Chase, 1999; Taylor, Naylor, & Chechile, 1999; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). Navigators thus seem to select the optimal information source for a task at hand even though they represent the same environment twice.
Different information sources may be used only in situations where maps of the environment are accessible and appropriate. Where they are not, within most buildings or within easy to grasp city-grids, for instance, route and survey knowledge might be interrelated more strongly and may even be based on a single representation.

The comparison standard for computing errors on a route was the route drawn on paper by the same participant after entering the route sequences. Routes drawn and indicated by sequences might have differed. Severe cases of deviations are unlikely, as trials with start or target locations drawn at wrong locations were not analyzed as were trials with extreme deviations in errors or latencies. Concerning the perspective effect, one might argue that estimating errors relative to a route drawn from aerial perspective might give an advantage to aerial route testing. However, consistent with multiple local reference frames, the opposite pattern was observed.

5 Conclusions

People pull on different information for different spatial tasks. They use navigation experience, probably organized in multiple local reference frames, to select familiar routes. By contrast, they use single-reference, north-up information acquired from maps to do survey tasks such as pointing.
Footnotes

1 In walking vs. aerial testing, answers were given from a constant global reference frame or from reference frames changing after each turn. This difference was confounded with imagining a horizontal vs. a top down viewpoint. Any differences found might thus originate from answering from a constant vs. variable reference frames or from imagining a horizontal vs. top down viewpoint. To resolve the confound, participants could have been tested always from a horizontal viewpoint, and indicated movement one time in the local street orientation as described and another time in a constant body orientation (e.g., always facing north), just without looking down from above. Unfortunately, this instruction was too complicated to understand. Therefore, we used the instruction confounding viewpoint and reference frame constancy. We address consequences for the interpretation of data in the discussion.

2 Deviations from required straights and turns do not consider errors in route order, for example, typing left-right instead of right-left. Levenshtein or edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966) does so to some extent: it estimates the minimum number of sequence elements to be altered, inserted, or erased in order to obtain the reference sequence from the entered sequence. Usually, different possibilities of alteration exist, so errors are still difficult to attribute to individual intersections. Analyzing our data by Levenshtein distances instead of number of errors, we observed very similar effects. For example, also the perspective effect was significant. We thus conclude that route order errors were not central.

3 We also carried out a correlation analysis not based on route errors, but on the reconstruction of a target location from the route sequence. For example, the target location was in fact to the front, but a participant’s sequence indicated turning left and
then walk straight on. The route led to a target location on the left rather to the front. This offset was correlated with pointing error and latency. The obtained results were highly similar to the ones described and are thus not reported.
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